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The Lodge at Deadwood
100 Pine Crest
Deadwood, SD 57732
Planning & Zoning Special Meeting Agenda
October 1, 2020 @ 10:30 a.m.
Ph: 605-578-3871
www.lawrence.sd.us
planning.zoning@lawrence.sd.us
Please join my meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/163114917
You can also dial in using your phone.
United States: +1 (872) 240-3212
Access Code: 163-114-917
New to GoToMeeting? Get the app now and be ready when your first meeting starts:
https://global.gotomeeting.com/install/163114917

A. GENERAL PENDING BUSINESS
○ Call Meeting to Order
○ Approve Agenda
○ Declare Conflicts of Interest
B. PUBLIC HEARING ~  Conditional Use Permit #453 APPLICANT: VMC LLC; G & L properties now known as
Limestone LLC and the Ayes Family Trust. Atlas Development (Paul Bradsky) , Ms. Nancy Bradsky,
Mr.Keith Smit Smith, and Louise Chafee Revocable Trust . LEGAL: As show in application PARCEL ID:
Numerous Parcels (See Application Packet)VICINITY LOCATION: Off Wharf Mine Road/Spearfish
Canyon Area SUMMARY: Large Scale Mineral Mining Conditional Use Permit ACREAGE : Multiple
ACTION REQUIRED: Approval/Denial
https://www.lawrence.sd.us/DocumentCenter/View/930/VMC-CUP-Application-_revised-09042020
C. Items from Planning & Zoning Board Members
D. Opportunity for Public Comment

○ Anyone wishing to have their views heard on matters is urged to attend a meeting and voice
concerns. there will be a 2-minute time limit per person to talk unless otherwise approved by
the board.
E. ADJOURN
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POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF GOLD MINING IN THE RAGGED TOP
AREA ON SPEARFISH CANYON, SOUTH DAKOTA

Prepared for
Spearfish Canyon Owners Association
by
Nuri Uzunlar, PhD
August 28, 2020
Rapid City, SD
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INTRODUCTION
The Deadwood Standard Project (DSP), managed by Valentine Mining Company (VMC) which
is based out of Lead, SD is setting forth plans to mine outside of Spearfish Canyon above Savoy
(Figure 1). Permit area shown on the map is between the Ragged Top mountain on the northeast
and Spearfish Canyon on the west and southwest side.

Figure 1. Topographic map showing VMC permit area and nearby locations along upper
Spearfish Canyon. USGS Savoy quadrangle. 7.5 minute series.
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Ragged Top's permit (Mine Permit 416) was approved by the DENR in 1984 for the Homestake
Mining Company, which then was transferred to other companies in the subsequent years, and
finally was transferred to VMC. The mine would be located mainly on private land, outside a
county exclusion zone that prohibits any new surface mining operations in Spearfish Canyon, but
the Valentine Mining Company would still need a county-issued conditional use permit and a
state mine permit to operate in the area. A mining plan was prepared and submitted to Lawrence
County for approval. Public hearing for the proposed mining is scheduled for September 10,
2020.
This report is to establish geologic and mining parameters, evaluate the company’s proposal and
outline potential impacts on Spearfish Canyon and surrounding areas.
GEOLOGY
Ragged Top Mining District:
The Ragged Top District is located in the southwest quarter of T. 5 N., R. 2 E., Lawrence
County, South Dakota. It lies on a limestone plateau bounded on the west by Spearfish Canyon,
on the south by McKinley Gulch, on the north Calamity gulch (Figure 2), and on the east by a
series of Tertiary intrusions which divide the Paleozoic sediments on the west from Precambrian
rocks to the east. The plateau stands at an elevation of 5600 to 5800 feet, but it is deeply
dissected by short, steep tributaries of Spearfish Creek such as Johnson Gulch, McKinley Gulch
and Calamity Gulch.
History of the Ragged Top Mining District: Gold was discovered in the Ragged Top area in
1896. The period from 1896 to 1900 was one of selective mining during which high grade ores
were shipped to smelters outside the area. From late 1900 to 1906 large tonnages of low-grade
ore were treated by the cyanide process at mills adjacent to the larger mines. The entire
carbonate platform was staked by number of mining companies during this period (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Map showing Deadwood Standard mining company and other gold mining company
claims in the Ragged Top area (From Dewitt et al, 1986).
According to Shapiro and Gries (1970) a few short millruns are recorded between1912 and 1916,
but the additional production was very small. Except for systematic sampling and testing of a
few of the major properties in 1938, there has been no mining or exploration activity at Ragged
Top since the start of World War I until Homestake Mining Company started exploration in the
early 80s. No modern mining has ever been done within its boundaries; there have, however,
been ,many cases of relic mining, and the permit has changed hands several times through the
years.
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Deadwood Standard Gold Mining and Milling Company: The Deadwood Standard Gold
Mining and Milling Company was organized in 1900 to develop and operate the Ed Hanscha and
Old Slavonian properties south of Ragged Top (Shapiro and Gries, 1970). These totaled about
212 acres of mineral claims in sections 31 and 32, T. 5 N., R. 2 E., and in sec. 5 of the adjacent
township.
There has been no activity at the property since World War I. The location of the ore bodies
along the outcrop bordering Johnson Gulch suggests the possibility that the northern edge of the
original ore body may be missing by erosion. If so, logical starting points for drill holes to
explore the Deadwood formation might be north, and slightly downslope from the existing
prospect pits and trenches in the area.
Geology of the Ragged Top Mining District:
About 1000 feet of gently dipping Paleozoic sedimentary rocks are present in the Ragged Top
area. They range from Late Cambrian to Early Pennsylvanian in age Figure 3 and 4. Paleozoic
sedimentary succession from old to young are: Deadwood Formation, Winnipeg Formation and
Whitewood Limestone, Englewood Limestone and Pahasapa Limestone.
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Figure 3. Geologic map and geologic cross section (A-A’) of ragged Top and upper Spearfish
Canyon showing Paleozoic formations, Tertiary intrusions and permit area (modified from
Lisenbee et al., 2013). Refer to next page for further explanation.
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Stratigraphy:
Deadwood Formation: The Deadwood formation consists of sandstone, quartzite,
conglomerate, shale, argillaceous limestones and dolomites, and a distinctive edgewise
intraformational conglomerate. In the Ragged Top area, only the upper part of the formation,
consisting of sandstones and dolomites, is exposed. The uppermost bed, which is an excellent
stratigraphic marker consists of a white to pink-stained quartzitic sandstone, a few inches to a
few feet in thickness, with abundant worm borings called “the Scolithus sandstone’’.
Winnipeg Group: The middle Ordovician is represented by 60 feet of green shale, locally called
the Ice Box member, overlain by 25 to 30 feet of white to greenish-gray argillaceous siltstone,
the Roughlock member. Neither is well exposed in the Ragged Top area, but good outcrops are
evident at numerous points along the sides of Spearfish Canyon (Figure 4).
Whitewood Formation: The Whitewood dolomite is about 50 feet thick and it consists of
mottled buff to red granular dolomite.
Englewood Formation: Along Spearfish Canyon, the Englewood formation consists of buff to
pink dolomitic limestone. The thickness of this formation reaches to 40 to 50 feet in the canyon
area (Shapiro and Gries, 1970).
Pahasapa Formation: The Pahasapa consists of several hundred feet of limestone, dolomitic
limestone, and dolomite. Outcrops along Spearfish Canyon suggest an alternation of massive,
cliff-forming members and thin-bedded units which weather to steep, talus-covered slopes. Its
high cliffs extend many miles along the canyon of Spearfish Creek and constitute the walls of
numerous other deep canyons, including those of Mc Kinley Gulch, Johnson Gulch and Calamity
Gulch within the permitted property.
Although earlier workers suggest a thickness of 580 to 630 feet in Spearfish Canyon,
observations during exploration activates suggest 490 feet at the Deadwood Standard property,
under the divide between McKinley and Johnson Gulches. A drill hole by VMC penetrated the
entire section reaching to 800 below surface (DENR records) but no information is available for
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this drill hole. When asked, company officials would not comment on this hole and its violation
of drill permit by VMC in 2017.

Figure 4. Stratigraphic section at Savoy Junction showing Deadwood, Whitewood-Winnipeg,
Englewood and Pahasapa formations.
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Minnelusa Formation: Remnants of basal Minnelusa formation have been noted in the
Deadwood Standard property. On the divide between Johnson Gulch and Spearfish Creek, small
remnants of sandy red shale and sandstone have been observed. These appear to be original
deposits of basal Minnelusa in low spots on the pre-Minnelusa Pahasapa erosion surface and
suggest that the full thickness of the Pahasapa formation remains on the property. In some areas
the very top of the Pahasapa formation may be slightly eroded to the brecciated level exposing
mineralized zones within the Pahasapa Formation.
Tertiary Intrusions: The Tertiary intrusive rocks in the Ragged Top area are typical of those
throughout the northern Black Hills, both as to composition and geometry. In the Ragged Top
area, the intruding magmas showed preference for certain zones of weakness within the
sediments, near the base of the Deadwood formation, in the middle of the shale and edgewise
conglomerate section of the Deadwood formation, just beneath the upper ore zone, just below the
Scolithus sandstone, in the Ice Box shale member of the Winnipeg group, at or near the base of
the Englewood formation, and at or near the top of the Pahasapa limestone. Similarly, sills
intruding the lower Deadwood Formation above the Precambrian- Cambrian unconformity can
be seen in the Homestake’s open cut from the balcony of the Sanford lab’s visitor center or from
the park next to it.
The Ragged Top intrusive mass is a complex, and possibly a compound intrusion as illustrated in
Figure 3 (cross section) and in Figure 5. Many of the tertiary intrusions in the northern Black
Hills display similar sill and dike structures often called a Christmas tree structure (Figure 5).
At the west end of Ragged Top, Pahasapa limestone can be found within inches of the porphyry,
suggesting that the faulting across the north side wraps around the west end and perhaps extends
even farther to the southeast.
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MINERALIZATION IN THE RAGGED TOP DISTRICT
Gold mineralization in this permit area is associated with feeder zones (also called verticals
and/or conduits) and the brecciated top part of Pahasapa limestone, as illustrated in Figure 5.
Mineralization occurred when gold and silica bearing hot hydrothermal fluids moved upwards
along the verticals and reached the brecciated uppermost Pahasapa Limestone and deposited gold
and silver along with other metals as replacement type ore.

Figure 5. Illustration showing the relationship of intrusions, verticals and mineralization in the
Ragged Top area (Modified after Uzunlar 1993).
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Most of the production from the Ragged Top District came from replacement deposits developed
along verticals cutting the Pahasapa formation (Figure 5). The ore consisted largely of brecciated
fragments of carbonate rock which were completely replaced by silica. Near the surface the ore
is weathered into boulders of breccia which were stained red or brown by iron oxides (Figure 6),
but at depth, it is light-buff colored as observed in prospect pits. The general description of ore,
however, is hard to be distinguished from the limestone except in that it is very hard and slightly
darker. Porphyry is not present in these verticals in the immediate permit area.
Angular cavities occur throughout the ore and are usually lined with quartz crystals or
occasionally with calcite crystals. According to Shapiro and Gries, (1970) gold and silver occur
in the mineral sylvanite; but this mineral has never been observed in hand specimen, and Irving
(1904) reports observing only a single speck of a mineral resembling sylvanite under the
microscope. Pyrite and other sulfides are not present in the mineralized zones.
In addition to the ores associated with the verticals, ore occurred as irregular masses or blanket
deposits as shown in the illustration (Figure 5), of brecciated and/or silicified carbonate rock at
several localities in the Ragged Top District. Purple fluorite is often associated with the ores and
sulfides are absent in the ores of Pahasapa Limestone in the Ragged Top area.
If the Pahasapa formation were originally mineralized above the productive areas within the
Cambrian rocks (as shown in Figure 5), it is entirely reasonable to assume there is mineralization
in the Deadwood Formation beneath the remaining mineralized parts of the Pahasapa formation
in the Ragged Top Mining District. It is to be noted that there is mineralization in the Deadwood
formation in Annie Creek which was mined by Wharf Resources in the 80s and currently being
mined in one of the pits (Figure 7) at the Wharf mine located one mile east of Ragged Top, and
in Squaw Creek to the north and northeast of the Ragged Top area.
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Figure 6. Typical mineralized Pahasapa limestone in Ragged Top area, showing silicification,
angular breccia fragments and iron oxide staining. No sulfides observed.
Unlike the upper oxidized ore zones within Pahasapa Limestone, the ore in Deadwood Formation
at Annie Creek contains high concentrations of sulfide minerals and if present in Spearfish
Canyon such as Deadwood Formation would have similar characteristics. Most mineralization
below the water table will contain sulfides as it is in a reducing environment.
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Figure 7. Photo of a wall within one of the current Wharf Mine pits in the Bald Mountain mining
district, showing verticals and associated mineralization in the Deadwood Formation.
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It is worth noting that there is no evidence of mineralization in the Deadwood Formation in
Spearfish Canyon. We can only suggest that the canyon is too far west of the center of
mineralization which is certainly associated with vertical fractures and igneous activity (Uzunlar,
1993).
A complex intrusion of quartz monzonite porphyry crops out northeast side of the Ragged Top
District. The intrusion has intruded the Deadwood formation in more than one horizon. It is
intruding at the base of the Whitewood dolomite, and near the top of the Pahasapa formation
(Figure 3 – cross section). It is highly possible that parts of the quartz monzonite and intruded
sedimentary rocks such as Deadwood and Pahasapa formations are mineralized in the area.
HYDROLOGY
Surface waters: Precipitation that falls on the proposed project area likely infiltrates infiltrates
what? due to high permeability of the limestone plateau. Most precipitation is released back into
the atmosphere through plant transpiration and evaporation, but a portion of the precipitation that
percolates downward through the Pahasapa Limestone to top of the Englewood Formation is a
confining layer in which water most likely moves laterally along the top of the formation and
discharges to the surface as springs along Spearfish Canyon.
Ragged Top mining district has three tributaries (gulches) on the west side that drain directly into
Spearfish Creek. From north to south, these are Calamity Gulch, Johnson Gulch and McKinley
Gulch (Figure 8). Due to karstic nature of the Pahasapa Limestone none of these tributaries are
live streams but each have large areas of watershed that could gather large amounts of
stormwater, resulting in substantial runoffs along these gulches.
The western branch of Calamity Gulch runs parallel to northeastern edge of the permit area
which collects rainwater from the Ragged Top mountain. The upper half of Johnson Gulch is
within the permit boundaries and would be completely disturbed by the mining operations.
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The area receives about 27 inches of rain (Figure 9) – the highest levels in the Black Hills –
annually, and runoff generated could create major sediment transport into Spearfish Creek
through these tributaries as described above.

Figure 8. Terrain map showing permit area, canyon topography and other physiographic features
in the Ragged Top area.
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Figure 9. Map showing distribution of average annual precipitation for northern Black Hills area,
water years 1950-98 (Modified from Driscoll et al, 2000).
Groundwater: Ground and surface water interact extensively in the Black Hills, and both
streamflow and aquifer recharge are influenced by climatic conditions. The major aquifers in the
Black Hills area are the Deadwood, Madison, Minnelusa, Minnekahta, and Inyan Kara aquifers.
Madison and Deadwood are present in the Ragged Top area and are used extensively, as well as
heavily influence the surface-water resources of the area.
VMC LLC maintains a network of surface water and groundwater quality monitoring stations
associated with the project and has collected baseline water quality data for surface water and
groundwater. Seven groundwater monitoring wells are present in the vicinity of the project area
(Figure 10).
Based on data collected from monitoring wells within the permit area, the water table is about
450-500 feet below the surface (company officials oral communications, August 2020).
Therefore, Pahasapa Limestone is not considered an aquifer in the Ragged Top district.
Although the Ragged Top area receives 27 inches of rain annually it is not a major contributor to
Pahasapa (Madison) aquifer (Figure 11).
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Figure 10. Topographic map of the area showing groundwater monitoring wells and proposed
mining pit (from VMC permit application)
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Figure 11. Average annual recharge from precipitation on outcrops of the Madison Limestone
and Minnelusa Formation in the northern Black Hills (Modified from Driscoll et al, 2002).
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PERMITTING
The following phrases in italics describing the nature of the permit, is directly copied from the
application submitted to the Lawrence County Commission.
VMC LLC holds a valid state of South Dakota Large Scale Mining Permit for the
project. Mine Permit 416 authorizes mining 870,000 tons of gold ore from 14 small
surface quarries ranging in size from ½ acre to 5.2 acres. Permit 416 also authorizes
ancillary activities such as topsoil stockpiling, overburden stockpiling, crushing, and ore
haulage. Mine Permit 416 does not authorize onsite mineral processing. This CUP
application requests county approval of mining at the Deadwood Standard Project as
currently authorized by Mine Permit 416. Importantly, no onsite mineral processing
using cyanide or other chemical reagents would be authorized in the CUP, which is
consistent with Mine Permit 416.The mine would be located mainly on private land, outside a
county exclusion zone that prohibits any new surface mining operations in Spearfish Canyon, but
the Valentine Mining Company would still need a county-issued conditional use permit and a
state mine permit to operate in the area.
The mining company has secured a number of investors, most of who are from South Dakota, to
establish the mine. Despite the existing permit, the company was looking to attain a new permit
in 2012 because the proposed mine boundaries were slightly larger than the 122 acres allowed
under Permit 416. The newly modified Permit 416 differs from the 2012 version and proposes
less than 40 acres total area of disturbance. According to company officials, the mine would be a
surface mining operation, expected to run for several years and produce about 70,000 ounces of
gold in total.
The site is designated on the state's preliminary list of Special, Exceptional, Critical or Unique
lands, so a hearing before the state Board of Minerals and Environment would be required to
obtain clearance to proceed with the permit process. Currently, the company has completed a
baseline study including groundwater, surface water, wildlife and vegetative surveys.
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Type of permit – Permit 416 is a large-scale mining permit and falls within the following South
Dakota DENR guidelines.
Large Scale Mine Permits
Large Scale Mine Permit (Operations that mine more than 10 acres disturbance and extract more
than 25,000 tons annually, as well as any operation that uses cyanide or other chemical or
biological leaching agents).
The annual report requirements for a large scale mine permit are similar to those for a small scale
mine permit. The only difference is that the annual fee is $100 for a large scale mine permit or
$50,000 if the operation is a large-scale precious metal, coal, or uranium mine that was permitted
after January 1, 2009.
Large Scale Gold Mines:
Large scale gold mines have separate annual reporting requirements. These mines are
required to submit annual reports by January 1 of each year. Every November, the department
mails each large scale gold mine an annual report form. The completed annual report contains
the following information:
1.

The total and previous year's amount of affected land;

2.

The total and previous year's amount of surface mining disturbed land (mine pits, waste rock
disposal areas, leach pads, and process ponds);

3.

The total and previous year's amount of land that has undergone interim reclamation;

4.

The total and previous year's amount of land that has undergone final reclamation and meets the
required postmining land use;

5.

The total and previous year's amount of land that has undergone final reclamation and does not meet
the required postmining land use;

6.

The total amount of ground water withdrawn during the previous year;

7.

The total amount of surface water withdrawn during the previous year;

8.

The total amount of ore mined during the previous year;

9.

The total amount of ore processed during the previous year;

10. The total amount of waste rock mined during the previous year;
11. The total amount of gold and silver produced during the previous year;
12. The total amount of cyanide used during the previous year;
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13. A brief discussion of the coming year's operational plans including any revisions that might require
department or board approval; and
14. A map showing all reclamation completed and any changes to the approved operating and
reclamation plan.

Reclamation Bonding Requirements:
Reclamation Bonding: For small scale mine permits, the Board of Minerals and Environment
sets the reclamation bond to cover reclamation costs in an amount not to exceed $2,500. For
large scale mine permits, the board sets the reclamation bond to cover the entire cost of hiring a
third party contractor to conduct reclamation activities.
Cyanide Bonding: Operations that employ cyanide leaching or other chemical or biological
leaching agents are required to submit additional financial assurance or bonding with the
department. The new application points out the fact that there will not be any ore processing on
site, therefore cyanide leaching or contamination will not be discussed in this report.
Post Closure Bonding: Prior to release of the reclamation bond, an operator must submit a bond
to cover post closure costs after the reclamation bond is released. A post closure plan must also
be submitted at the same time.
Examples from the Area: The following passage was directly copied from DENR website
On February 18, 2011, Wharf Resources submitted a large scale mine permit application
for its expansion project near Lead. The proposed mine expansion project will involve
open pit mining and disposal of overburden primarily to the south of the existing Wharf
Mine and to the west of the Golden Reward Mine. A portion of the reclaimed Golden
Reward Mine will be redisturbed during the project. Ore extracted from the expansion
area will be hauled to the existing heap leach facility at the Wharf Mine for processing. As
new mine areas are developed, waste rock and overburden will be used to backfill
previously mined areas. A portion of State Highway 473 will be relocated during the
project.
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Wharf Resources plans to disturb approximately 308 acres within the 528-acre expansion
area, and total production is estimated to be about 175 million tons of ore and overburden.
The proposed expansion will extend the total life of the mine from 2012 to 2020. The
proposed future land use is a mixture of rangeland (woodland grazing), home sites,
recreation, and industrial or commercial development which will include enhancements to
the Terry Peak ski area.
From November 16 through 18, the Board of Minerals and Environment held a hearing on
the mine permit application. After hearing testimony from Wharf and its consultants, the
department, and interveners Gary Heckenlaible and Bonnie Gestring, the board
unanimously approved the mine permit application. On January 19, 2012, after the board
accepted the $32.8 million reclamation bond and the $30.8 million postclosure bond,
Large Scale Mine Permit No. 476 was issued to Wharf Resources.
Wharf recently was requested by DENR to increase total bond to $96 million.
FUTURE POTENTIAL MINING IN THE AREA AND ASSOCIATED RISKS
Expansion of project - Going deeper: As illustrated in figure 5 (also posted here as Figure 12
for easier following) the area potentially contains more than one level of mineralization.
Although formations below Pahasapa limestone are not mineralized in Spearfish canyon they
could contain economic mineralization (ore) in the lower formation below Pahasapa Limestone,
as it was and is in the mines operated by Wharf less than a mile south of Ragged Top,
Deadwood Formation may be too deep to be economically mined even with current gold prices
above $2000/oz. However, if there is low grade but continuous mineralization below the current
permit area, then the mining operation could easily reach to multi-million tons ore removal from
the area. If gold prices keep above $2000/oz or even go higher passing $2500 per ounce in the
coming years, the company could decide to apply for permit to build a mill and cyanide
processing on site. A scenario like this would certainly be a tremendous threat to Spearfish
Canyon. The ore processing and cyanide leaching aspects of the mining operation are not
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discussed in this report per company’s proposal to seek a processing plant site away from the
proposed permit area or contracting processing and leaching to a third party.

Figure 12. Diagrammatic sketch showing potential ore horizons (in black) within Paleozoic
formations below Pahasapa Limestone in Ragged Top mining district. Modified from
Uzunlar, 1993.
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Expansion of project - Going wider: The area has tremendous potential for additional lowgrade gold mines along Spearfish Canyon. It is clearly indicated in the map below (from Dewitt
et al., 1986) that three are major historical mining districts on the east side of Spearfish canyon.
Each of the districts have number of gold mines and prospects indicated by triangles and a
number. The map (Figure 13) here is to point out the districts and not the individual mines
therefore an explanation is not provided. Further details can be found in Dewitt et al, 1988.
These districts are Bald Mountain mining district, Ragged Top mining district, Elk Mountain
mining district and Carbonate mining district. All these districts have historically produced gold
and each of them have the potential to become a major gold producer under current gold prices
and effective mining methods.

Figure 13. Map showing historical mining districts in Spearfish canyon area (modified from
Dewitt et al., 1986).
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Wharf Resources started with Annie Creek mine in the early 80s in Bald Mountain mining
district and has mined or is currently mining or will continue to mine the entire district. Note that
Bald Mountain mining district is more than mile away at the closest point to canyon rim. The Elk
Mountain, Ragged Top and Carbonate mining districts are much closer to the canyon and would
have severe impact if the entire mineralized zones were to be mined.

Figure 14. Map showing historic mining districts and future mining potential (gray area) in
Spearfish Canyon (Modified from DeWitt et al, 1986).
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In June 2019, Coeur, parent company of Wharf, entered into a purchase option agreement with
Barrick for the Richmond Hill Project which is located adjacent to Coeur’s Wharf mine. The
option to acquire the project provides a potential opportunity for Coeur to leverage existing
infrastructure to further expand Wharf’s footprint and extend its mine life. From this statement it
is quite clear Wharf is planning on additional expansion towards Richmond Hill. Similarly, large
corporation may be interest in these districts.
Based on my extensive knowledge of these deposits and historical data; the entire area, as
outlined in Figure 11 (grey shaded) east of Spearfish Canyon from Cheyenne Crossing to Bridal
Veil Falls would be mineable at profit with gold prices above $2000 per ounce.
Under the current miming climate, increasing gold prices, and effective mining methods, a large
mining company could consolidate these districts and initiate a large-scale gold mining operation
in Ragged Top and Carbonate mining districts. Mining operation at this scale would bring up
number of issues including, air and water quality, acid mine drainage, cyanide contamination,
run offs, spills and many more. This could have irrecoverable negative effects on Spearfish
Canyon.
Wharf started at Annie Creek initially mining the upper zones and ended up mining the entire
section to the Precambrian boundary including the Deadwood Formation. During its course of
mining, Wharf Resources were cited for numerous violations including spills and leaks at
cyanide leach operations. Here are some of the examples of violations.
Notice of Violation, 1995: From August 21 – 28, 1995, discharged inadequately treated
cyanide solution into Ross Valley and subsequently into Annie Creek. Approximately 300 fish
were killed as a result of the discharge.
Notice of Violation 1997: Surface water compliance points below Wharf’s waste rock
depository in the headwaters of Annie Creek and below Wharf’s spent ore depository in Ross
Valley, and the instream sampling point in Annie Creek has exceeded the daily maximum
total cyanide limit of 0.02 mg/L numerous times since March 1, 1994. Monitoring well
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GWAC-6 is in the alluvium of Annie Creek approximately 450 feet upstream of its confluence
with Spearfish Creek exceeded the 10 ppm ground water for nitrate during 1996 and 1997.
Also on a few occasions Wharf exceeded selenium and copper at compliance point 001.
Notice of Violation, 2000: Surface water compliance point below waste rock depository in
the headwaters of Annie Creek exceeded daily maximum selenium during a period from
August 1998 – July 1999. Surface water compliance point 006 exceeded the daily maximum
ammonia and 30-day average for ammonia during the months of November and December
1999.
Notice of Violation, 2001: For leakage rates above 2000 gallons per acre per day, Wharf
failed to immediately lower the pond level below the leakage point.
Notice of Violation 2003: Wharf violated its groundwater discharge limits for nitrate, when
the nitrate concentration at a compliance monitoring well downgradient of the spent ore pile
exceeded 10 ppm. Wharf also violated its surface water discharge limits for ammonia.
Notice of Violation, 2008: Wharf violated its surface water discharge permit with the release
of biomass from its water treatment plant during the summer of 2007. The discharge affected
fish populations in Annie Creek. Wharf also violated its permit limits for ammonia two times,
and its limits for cyanide six times.
The Wharf mine has also caused extensive groundwater pollution from nitrates as a result of
the breakdown of residual cyanide in the process area and spent ore impoundments and from
blasting residues in ammonium nitrate fuel oil explosives found in waste rock repositories.
Groundwater pollution that originated in 1995 has continued to exceed human health
standards into 2011.
Accidents do happen and will continue to happen in every mining operation, therefore smaller
the mine smaller the accident and its collateral damage.
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED VMC LLC APPLICATION TO LAWRENCE COUNTY
COMMISSION
I will outline my comments and concerns in blue for each category listed below.
(1) Proposed Method of Operating and Processing (II-20.005 (B)(1))
The proposed method of operating and processing is based on specific activities currently
authorized by Mine Permit 416. Fourteen individual pits ranging in size from 1/2 acre to 5.2
acres would be mined sequentially. Initially, only one pit would be developed, but as the project
advances, several small pits may be worked concurrently to provide for blending of ore types and
scheduling of topsoil stockpiling, overburden removal, ore removal, and reclamation stages at
the various pits. The Mine Plan Map (Map 4) depicts the proposed location of pits, topsoil
stockpiles and overburden stockpiles. The mine plan map also depicts proposed access to the
various pits and stockpiles, and the location of a proposed crusher and ore stockpile.
The following description of the Method of Operating and Processing includes excerpts from
Section 5 of Mine Permit 416. In this CUP application, VMC LLC is requesting authorization
from Lawrence County to mine at the Deadwood Standard project as currently authorized by
Permit 416. Accordingly, the descriptions of the mining process included in Permit 416 are
applicable to this application. Language that has been excerpted from Permit 416 is depicted in
italics with the associated reference.
The original Homestake Mining Company Permit 416 proposes mining ore in more than 120
acres. Valentine Mining Company submitted a modified version of the permit 416 in 2012
proposing mining in a total area more than 170 acres. This translates to 200 plus acres of
disturbance considering 20% buffer zone around the proposed pit limits. Figures 12 and 13 show
the area of interest, including the buffer zone, is clearly bigger than 500 acres. Request to see
mine plans and related ore deposit model was declined by company officials, therefore we have
to make some calculated assumptions. Assuming total disturbed area is 200 acres as pointed out
in the caption of figure 12.
1 acre = 4046 m2, 200 acres = 809,200 m2
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If top 10 meters is mined that would be roughly 8 million m3– density of limestone is around 2.5
gr/cm3 (2.5 ton/m3) which brings total rock removal roughly to 20 million tons. If top 20 meters
is mined total rock removal would be 40 million tons. Part of the mineralized zones are as deep
as 70+ feet in which case total mined/disturbed rock would be greater than 40 million tons. Even
if total disturbed are is limited to 100 acres with a total of 20 meters of mining depth total
amount of rock disturbance would be about 20 million tons at minimum. It is stated in the
application that the overburden is about 10 meters thick in some areas but is not specified where
and how many acres. Overburden removal alone could be as much as 10 million tons. VMC
claiming to extract 70,000 oz of gold from 870,0000 tons of ore. To obtain such numbers the
average ore grade needs to be 0.8 oz/ ton or greater. Company officials would not elaborate on
geologic or mine model with reflecting ore grade calculated based on 900 exploratory drill holes.
Based on the historic data it can be said with confident that the average bulk grade within the
proposed area is around 0.03-0.05 oz/ton.

Figure 15. Proposed permit area (Figure modified from VMC permit application), showing
vintage points and currently operation Wharf mine. The yellow box is about100 acres. Total
disturbed area including roads and prep sites could easily exceed 200 acres.
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Figure 16. Google image showing approximate Deadwood Standard (VMC) permit area with the buffer
zone. Richmond Hill Super fund site and Wharf mine also shown for comparison (note: mining pits both
in Richmond Hill and Wharf mine labeled separately).
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Timber and Topsoil Removal
VMC LLC proposes to conduct timber and topsoil removal as authorized in Permit 416:
Development operations would begin with timber clearing using a logging contractor. Stump
removal would be undertaken by the mining contractor during topsoil removal. Generally, most
of the ore blocks in the Johnson Gulch area contain 1-3 feet of topsoil and subsoil, and 20-30
feet of waste overburden. Topsoil and subsoil horizons would be removed and stockpiled
adjacent to the pits, on the upslope side if possible. Sediment collection ditches would be utilized
where necessary to minimize losses by erosion (Permit 416, Section 5.1.2).
The area receives more than 25 inches of rain annually, highest in the Black Hills. If the mine
reaches to full capacity in short period of time removed and stockpiled soil and waste rock could
be subject to rapid erosion which subsequently create large amounts of sediment transport to
Spearfish Creek from Johnson Gulch and Calamity Gulch.
VMC LLC proposes to conduct overburden removal as currently authorized in Permit 416:
Waste overburden would be removed to a predetermined plane immediately above the ore
horizon by ripping and shooting. Ripper- dozers, air-track drills, and wheel loaders of 3-6 yd3
capacity would be utilized to excavate the overburden waste rock. ANFO blasting agents and
cap-sensitive water gel and emulsion explosives would be used to loosen the waste overburden
rocks. All mining and blasting operations would be done in accordance with applicable Federal
Metal and Nonmetallic Mine Safety and Health Regulations.
Generally, an 8-12% haulage decline would be established during ripping operations to
facilitate overburden removal. In some cases, overburden removal would be interrupted in order
to selectively mine intermediate, marginal ore horizons. Surveyors and a geologist would be
present during all phases of development and production to assist and guide the contractor in
maintaining grade control.
A small track loader (1 yd3 capacity} or backhoe would be used to remove the remaining waste
overburden in the concave undulations between the ripping plane and the top of the ore horizon.
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In most instances, the waste undulations wiII be removed in one continuous operation across the
pit bottom prior to initiating ore production. Generally, the waste-cleaning operation would be
guided primarily by accurate survey control based on drill-hole intercepts, visual geologic
control, and production sampling (Permit 416, Section 5.1.3).
Thirty feet of overburden will require drilling and blasting. This would result in more than 10
million tons of stockpiled rock if it’s done across 100 acres. If the mine reaches to full capacity
in short period of time removed and stockpiled soil and waste rock could be subject to rapid
erosion which subsequently create large amounts of sediment transport to Spearfish Creek
mainly from Calamity Gulch and possibly from McKinley Gulch.
Extensive drilling and blasting will be accumulating high amounts nitrates from blasting which
will be contaminating groundwater and surface water even after reclamation completed.

Sampling
VMC LLC proposes to conduct sampling as currently authorized in Permit 416:
Because of the limited amount of primary sampling (core drilling) within the Johnson Gulch ore
areas, supplementary fill-in drilling with core or rotary, reverse-circulation drills would be
required on patterns such as 50 x 50 ft. All holes not mined would be plugged according to
ARSD 74:11:08:04 "Minimal Acceptable Plugging Method" or ARSD 74:11:08:07 "Plugging
Artesian Wells". In the event that temporary plugging is necessary in order to reopen a hole, a
four-foot length of wooden post or steel pipe would be installed in the collar and clearly marked
to indicate its presence. This type of secondary, fill-in sampling would be done on an ongoing
basis in the planned mining areas prior to pit development. Sampling techniques used within a
producing pit would include collecting bottom (floor) samples, blasthole drill samples, and face
pick samples.
This is a standard operation mainly monitored by DENR. If done correctly there should not be
any problems.
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Ore Removal
The gold mineralization occurs in two shallow, approximately horizontal layers or “horizons”.
Excavation depths would range from 2 feet (ft) to 72 feet (ft) with an average depth of
approximately 24 ft. Seventy-five percent of the ore lies at a depth of less than 35 feet with the
shallowest ore located in areas relatively closer to the canyon.
VMC LLC proposes to conduct ore removal as currently authorized in Permit 416:
Access to the ore horizon would be obtained by means of the haulage decline established during
the overburden removal phase. This decline would generally be driven to the bottom of the ore
horizon, thence along the lower boundary of the ore horizon. In most cases, the haulageway
would cross one axis of the pit and extend to the opposite side, dividing the pit into two opposing
vertical ore faces.
Because of the generally erratic, undulating nature of the ore horizon (usually 2-5 ft. thick), a
combination of ore removal techniques would be employed. In areas where the ore horizon is
relatively uniform and continuous, ripping techniques would be utilized. In uniform areas where
ripping is impractical, an air-track drill would be used to drill vertical holes (H - 3i in. dia.)
from· the upper boundary of the ore horizon. These holes would be slashed to a vertical face
using ANFO blasting agents and cap sensitive water gel or emulsion explosives.
To maximize ore grade control, no more than two or three rows of holes would be drilled and
blasted beyond the existing vertical ore face. Similarly, a concerted effort would be made to
minimize rock displacement (heave) during blasting due to grade control considerations. Wheel
loaders of 3-6 yd 3 capacity would then muck the blasted ore, loading into trucks situated in the
pit, or at the top of the ramp, depending on the size of the pit. If excessive ore dilution results
from the use of wheel loaders, the ore would be mucked using a backhoe situated on top of the
ore horizon above the final pit floor (Mine Permit 416, Section 5.1.5).
In late 2012, VMC LLC conducted an investigation of noise, which characterized baseline
sound-levels in Spearfish Canyon and measured noise generated by heavy equipment operation,
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equipment back-up alarms and blasting. The reports of these investigations, Background Soundlevel Study for the Deadwood Standard Mine Project (Kliche, 2013a) and Sound-Level and
Vibration Monitoring In and Above Spearfish Canyon for the Deadwood Standard Mining
Company (Kliche, 2013b) are available for review upon request. The baseline sound-level
assessment found that the dominant source of noise in Spearfish Canyon is traffic including cars,
pick-up trucks and louder vehicles such as logging trucks and motorcycles. Natural sounds such
as the gurgling of Spearfish Creek and the sound of waterfalls also contribute to baseline soundlevels. The sound-level monitoring found that noise associated with equipment operation,
equipment back-up alarms and blasting at production scale were not audible in Spearfish Canyon
and were not detectable by sensitive sound-level monitoring instruments set up in the canyon.
Blast vibration was measured during test blasts conducted for the noise study. Very low levels of
blast vibration were detected at the canyon rim during two of the three test blasts. However, the
maximum values were well below accepted damage criteria levels established by the U.S.
Bureau of Mines (Sinkind et al., 1989). No blast vibrations were detected at a monitoring station
within Spearfish Canyon.
Dr. Kliche has done extensive tests and analysis of sound and seismic vibrations of blasting and
operation related activities and has concluded that noise associated with equipment operation,
equipment back-up alarms and blasting at production scale were not audible in Spearfish
Canyon. He also pointed out that seismic vibrations created by blasting are very low level and
would not create rock avalanches or landslides on the canyon walls adjacent to permit area.
I trust Dr. Kliche’s scientific findings and agree with his assessment.

Crushing and Hauling
Permit 416 authorizes mining of ore at the Deadwood Standard Project with haulage to the
Homestake Mill in Lead, SD for mineral processing. The mineral processing facility in Lead, SD
is no longer present, and accordingly, mineral processing at the Homestake Mill is not possible.
This application for a Lawrence County Conditional Use Permit differs from Permit 416 in that
we are requesting authorization by the county of mining at the Deadwood Standard Project with
processing at an unspecified offsite facility. Additional discussion of mineral processing is
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presented in the following section. Pertinent sections of Permit 416, which relate to crushing and
hauling of ore, are provided below.
Ore would be loaded into off-road trucks and transported to a
centrally located crushing plant on site. The ore would then be crushed to
minus 3/8 inch and re-loaded into highway trucks for transport to (an
approved offsite processing facility). Approximately two miles of road
would be upgraded leading into the Johnson Gulch mine area. All
upgrading would be done in accordance with conventional section, rolling
dip, and turnout design specifications. Road upgrading and widening
would be minimized, with proper drainage and crown surfacing being
critical. Haul roads would be treated as necessary to control dust during
the summer months. Typical highway trucks utilized would be 15-ton
capacity, tandem axle end-dump units (Permit 416, Section 5.1.6).
VMC proposes to conduct crushing and haulage as currently authorized by Mine Permit 416.
It is not clear where the ore will be shipped since there is no decision on site for processing. If a
new site away from the property gets approval then hauling trucks could be using highway 14, in
which case number of issues could arise from this hauling operation including air pollution from
exhaust fumes and dust from crushed ore, constant noise increasing at night, heavy traffic,
highway safety issues and many more.

Mineral Processing
VMC LLC is examining options for an off-site mineral processing facility. Mineral processing
may occur at an existing mineral processing facility, or at a new mineral processing facility. A
new facility could be constructed to process gold ore specifically for the Deadwood Standard
Project, or as a toll-milling facility that would receive ore from the Deadwood Standard Project
and other gold mining projects in the northern Black Hills.
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Design, permitting and construction of a mineral processing facility requires significant
investment of capital, and it is therefore important to first have county authorization for mining
of ore from the Deadwood Standard Project prior to investing in a mineral processing facility.
Additionally, county authorization is necessary to facilitate negotiations for mineral processing at
an existing facility.
VMC requests that the County approve this proposed CUP with a condition that would allow
pre-mining activities, but not allow mining until an offsite mineral processing facility has been
selected by VMC LLC and authorized by the state. Pre-mining activities may include activities
such as surveying, road improvements, ore delineation, and ore metallurgical analysis.
If mineral processing is contracted out to an offsite location, then it wouldn’t pose any treat to
Spearfish Canyon. However as pointed out in the paragraph above it could create huge problems
if hauling trucks use the current highway system or a new haulage road within the canyon.

Reclamation
VMC LLC proposes to conduct site reclamation as currently authorized by Permit 416:
All overburden and topsoil stockpiles would be returned to mined areas on an ongoing basis,
using conventional earth-moving and compaction equipment. In most cases all overburden
would be returned to mined areas within one to three months after production completion. In
some instances, mined areas would be backfilled by directly transferring waste overburden from
developing pits. Final overburden contouring would be designed to best approximate the
original surface topography.
Any newly constructed roads would be built to blend with the landscape. After mining activities
requiring their use are complete, the roadways would be ripped and reseeded to stabilize the
area and minimize erosion.
Areas to be reclaimed would be worked with a disk and packed to create a firm seedbed. Seeding
would be done with a special grass drill equipped with packer wheels, depth bands and
agitators. Seed would be broadcast if areas to be seeded are small or if the terrain is too rough
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for equipment. Seed application rates would be doubled for broadcast seeding. After seeding and
fertilizing, the area would be mulched, as discussed above (Permit 416, Section 6.4).
Permit 416 provides a seed mixture along with fertilization and mulching protocols to facilitate
successful revegetation. After seeding, VMC would also conduct weed and erosion control
activities until the reclamation is deemed complete by the South Dakota Department of
Environment and Natural Resources. The state would administer a reclamation bond for the
project, which would be released only after site reclamation is complete and the reclaimed areas
are functioning in accordance with the post-mining land use.
Reclamation will be strictly monitored by the state authorities (DENR) so it should not be a
problem as long sufficient bonds are placed.

Environmental Protection Measures
Because mineral processing would be conducted offsite, the proposed Deadwood Standard
Project would most closely resemble a limestone quarry. Accordingly, common environmental
protection measures typical for quarries are appropriate. In addition, VMC LLC has developed
several proposed environmental protection measures (EPMs) specific to the Deadwood Standard
Project and incorporated recommendations developed by the county during 2012, which are
relevant to the current application. VMC proposes that the following EPMs be included in the
CUP as conditions of approval.
General:

EPM-1: In May of each year, Deadwood Standard Project/VMC LLC shall file a written annual
report with the Lawrence County Planning and Zoning Administrator, setting forth Deadwood
Standard Project compliance with the terms, requirements, and conditions of the Conditional Use
Permit as well as an update on the general operations and reclamation of its mining operations.
Such report shall address selected key socioeconomic information such as employment, payroll,
work force, residency, taxes, anticipated activities, impacts on adjacent lands (that is, drilling,
blasting, noise, dust, traffic, etc.) and any additional areas as may be determined by the Lawrence
County Commission.
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EPM-2: The owner and operator shall comply with all applicable county ordinances, and state
and federal laws and regulations.

EPM-3: All excavations, extraction of materials and minerals, and open pits shall conform to the
approved operating plans and permit conditions of the South Dakota Department of Environment
and Natural Resources (DENR) and any applicable United States Environment Protection
Agency (EPA) water discharge permit standards.

EPM-4: Copies of any Notices of Violations sent to Deadwood Standard Project from the
DENR or EPA shall be transmitted to the Lawrence County Planning and Zoning Administrator
within ten (10) days of receipt.

EPM-5: Deadwood Standard Project/VMC LLC shall cooperate with Lawrence County in
regulating employees’, contractors’, service person’s and supplier’s vehicle speeds and the
observance of traffic signs on all public roads in the vicinity of Deadwood Standard Project
Mining Operation.

EPM-6: Deadwood Standard Project/VMC LLC shall schedule, if reasonably possible, normal
off-site heavy truck weekday deliveries during daylight hours.

EPM-7: Deadwood Standard Project/VMC LLC shall provide hazard training and work
cooperatively with Lawrence County Emergency Management Office to ensure county
emergency responders are properly trained to manage any hazard situations that may arise.
Mineral Processing:

EPM-8: Mining and haulage of ore from the permit area shall not occur until an off-site mineral
processing facility is selected by VMC LLC and authorized by the state.
Again, offsite processing facility should not be allowed to use the highway or a road within the
canyon due to reason listed under section Crushing and Hauling and Mineral Processing.
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EPM-9: Pre-mining activities may occur prior to selection and authorization of the mineral
processing facility such as surveying, road improvements, ore delineation, and ore metallurgical
analysis.
These are standard small-scale pre-operation activates that should not be a concern at this point.
Reclamation:

EPM-10: Mined areas shall be reclaimed and shaped to control erosion and eliminate hazards to
domestic animals and wildlife, to protect public health and safety and the environment, and to
provide for appropriate future beneficial land use. Temporary silt fences and retention berms will
be used to control erosion until a final vegetative cover has been established.

EPM-11: All disturbed areas shall be regraded, landscaped, and revegetated in such way as
agreed upon by VMC LLC and the local conservation district, to establish a diverse, effective,
and long-lasting vegetative cover. For any future land use, the revegetation shall be capable of
self-regeneration and at least equal in extent of cover to the pre- existing, natural vegetation of
the surrounding area.

EPM-12: Where necessary to remove overburden in order to mine the ore, topsoil shall be
removed from the affected area and segregated from other spoil. If such topsoil is not replaced
on a backfill area within a time short enough to avoid deterioration of the topsoil, vegetative
cover or other means shall be employed so that the topsoil is preserved from wind and water
erosion, remains free of any contamination, and is in a usable condition for regenerating and
sustaining vegetation when restored during the reclamation.

EPM-13: Reclamation of the land shall conform with the rules, approved reclamation plans and
permit conditions of the DENR and in consultation with the Natural Resources and Conservation
Service (NRCS). Reclamation will proceed in a timely and orderly fashion as determined by the
DENR and the NRCS. All state required annual reclamation reports shall be made available for
review by the public upon request.
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Above activates will be closely monitored by the state.
Noxious Weeds:

EPM-14: All noxious weeds shall be controlled pursuant to the Lawrence County Invasive
Species Department regulations and applicable state law.
Most likely it will be monitored by the county or the state.
Water Quality:

EPM-15: Any disturbance to the prevailing hydrologic balance of the affected land, to the
surrounding area, or to the quality and quantity of water in surface and groundwater systems both
during and after the mining operation and during reclamation shall be minimized. Operations
shall be conducted to protect all waters from pollution by siltation, waste, debris, and toxic fluids
or materials.

EPM-16: All surface areas of disturbed or affected land, including spoil piles, shall be stabilized
and protected so as to effectively control erosion and air and water pollution.

EPM-17: Deadwood Standard Project shall monitor groundwater and surface water quality
during mining. Collected data shall be provided to DENR and Lawrence County on an annual
basis. If any water quality samples show an exceedance of state water quality standards, DENR
and Lawrence County shall be notified within twenty-four (24) hours. Results of the water
quality monitoring program shall be made available for review by the public upon request.
Any disturbance on the Pahasapa whether on the west or east side of the canyon will have an impact on
both surface and groundwater. These issues were discussed in the HYDROLOGY section.
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FINDINGS, QUESTIONS, CONCERNS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The existing original state permit authorized 120 acres of disturbance, but the Deadwood
Standard Project permit application in 2012 was proposing to disturb approximately 170
acres, including the addition of a mill site, which was not authorized in the original permit. In
the current application the entire permit boundary including the buffer zone appears to extend
to approximately 500+ acres. This is way more than what VMC application proposes to
mine.
2. The mine application does not specify the total amount of production in terms of rock
removal over the life of the mine. It outlines that 870,000 tons of ore to be extracted and
processed but it doesn’t give total amount of rock mass to be disturbed. Our estimates show
that minimum of 20 million tons of rock need to be disturbed to extract the said amount of
ore.
3. The company proposes to mine total 70,000 ounces of gold from 870,000 tons of ore.
Company should share an ore deposit model supporting their calculations as historical ore
grades doesn’t support above numbers.
4. There is inadequate information on mine operation & facilities to determine impacts. Projects
must provide detailed site location map, detailing proposed areas of disturbance, all waste
disposal sites, structures, access and haul roads.
5. The mine application does not specify the total amount of production in terms of rock
removal over the life of the mine. It outlines that 870,000 tons of ore to be extracted and
processed but it doesn’t give total amount of rock mass to be disturbed. Our estimates show
that minimum of 20 million tons of rock need to be disturbed to extract the said amount of
ore. A 3D ore deposit model is needed to satisfy above numbers.
6. The company does provide satisfactory independent analysis to determine whether blasting
near the rim could result in damage to the canyon. Based on the information provided by
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company representatives blasting and other described mining activities will not have
noticeable impact on the canyon and its residents.
7. There is inadequate information to evaluate the potential impacts to water. Precipitation that
falls on the proposed project area likely infiltrates due to high permeability of the limestone
plateau. Most precipitation is released back into the atmosphere through plant transpiration
and evaporation, but a portion of precipitation percolates downward through the Pahasapa
Limestone to top of the Englewood Formation is a confining layer which water most likely
moves laterally along the top of the formation and discharges to the surface as springs along
Spearfish Canyon.
8. Hydrological studies are needed to identify the potential impacts to Spearfish Canyon and
Spearfish Creek as water quality will be impacted from mining activities including blasting
and mucking. The Wharf mine caused extensive groundwater pollution from nitrates from
blasting residues in ammonium nitrate fuel oil explosives found in waste rock repositories.
9. Valentine Mining Company dismisses any concerns about cyanide releases or other water
quality impacts, because it states that mineral processing will be on an off-site location. If
offsite processing plant requires access through existing highway or new road in the canyon,
number of issues could arise from this hauling operation including air pollution from exhaust
fumes, dust, noise pollution, heavy traffic, highway safety and many more.
10. The existing application doesn’t provide sufficient information to determine the risks to
Spearfish Creek. A comprehensive hydrologic study is needed to evaluate the connection
between the groundwater in the project area and Spearfish Canyon.
11. There is also insufficient information on the geochemistry of the ore to determine potential
impacts to water quality from metals leaching. Whole rock geochemical analysis of ore and
unmineralized rocks are needed to determine the potential impacts.
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12. There is inadequate information on proposed and existing grading, drainage patterns and
landscaping. The permit application does not include a stormwater management plan to
specify how the project will control mine run-off.
13. Company must reveal the information obtained from and the reasoning behind the 800 feet
deep hole drilled in violation of the drill permit by VMC in 2017. Furthermore, the company
must be more transparent on their future expansion plans for either mining deeper levels of
the Paleozoic sections or adding more surface areas to their mining program.
14. Large corporations may be interested in consolidating the old mining camps east of the
canyon and may propose to operate a large-scale gold mine. Wharf mine in 2019 signed an
agreement with Barrick to utilize Richmond Hill area to expand their current operations.
15. This study shows that the entire area east for the canyon from Cheyenne Crossing to Bridal
Veil Falls is subject to future mining if gold prices remain above $2000 per ounce. Such
development would have devastating impact on the canyon and its inhabitants including
people, animals and plants.
Concluding Remarks: It is not clear whether VMC LLC is ready. It appears that there are
substantial issues to be resolved before obtaining an operations permit, including comprehensive
groundwater baseline studies, surface-water, stormwater mitigation, mining program and
processing site.
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1) On page 17 of their CUP request, VMC asserts that their proposed road building is
consistent with section 5.1.6 of permit #416. In fact, it is not. According to DENR
personnel, there was a discussion of such road building in Permit #416. But ultimately,
the acreage that was approved for disturbance did NOT include this portion of the road.
In fact, according to DENR, lack of permitted road building for this proposed project may
or will trigger a nullification of Permit #416, leading to the necessity of an entirely new
request to mine to DENR and the Board of Minerals. Lawrence County’s Board has
previously sent VMC back to the state to clarify its process. I urge this Board to make
the same recommendation to the Commission today.
2) Permit #416 was granted to another mining company in the mid-80’s, and is therefore
about 35 years old. At that time, the state had different and less stringent requirements
to grant mining permits. Since then the state has refined its requirements and made
them more protective of the public interest. I would urge the county not to permit mining
under the old, outdated, and less protective requirements of the state. MInimally, the
county should require the company to adhere to newer baseline requirements of the
state. These needed newer baselines and evaluations relate to features of the land that
are scenic, historic, ecologically fragile, valuable for recreation, culturally relevant and so
on. Additionally, this proposed mine’s effects on wildlife should be carefully considered.
Hunting is a large income source in the Hills that cannot be discounted. In fact, direct
spending on hunting in SD is $89 million/year.
3) VMC filed its request for this CUP in May of 2020. In July of 2020 VMC took members
of the Planning and Zoning Commission on a tour of the proposed mining operation.
Unless this tour was advertised in the newspaper as available to the public at large, this
may be considered ex parte communication according to SD Codified law, and subject
to appeal in the Circuit Court. It is possible to imagine that any Commission member
who went on that tour might be excluded from decision making on this CUP. That is,
under law, once the application has been submitted, the Board must consider ONLY the
application and the support materials that were filed.
4) Importantly, it is urgent that every citizen know that this P & Z Board has the power, and
often the responsibility, to recommend to the Commission that it say no to a requested
permit that is inconsistent with the public good. It has been seen that some County
Commissions in SD believe that if the paperwork is in order on an application, they must
say yes. This is untrue. I reference SD Third Judicial Court, 5/15/2018, in which Judge
Means asserts that County Commissions “have the power to deny conditional uses
when not in harmony with the purpose and intent of the regulation.” In this decision, she
also cites other SD cases in which County Commissions’ duties are defined as
discretionary. As to whether mining above Spearfish Canyon is in the public interest, I
would refer everyone here to the many sections of the County Ordinance and the
Comprehensive Plan which cite the necessity of protecting the natural environment,
protecting recreation access, protecting wildlife and so on.
5) Because of our history here in Lawrence County we tend to automatically think of mining
as an important part of our economy, and as a jobs-provider. In fact, the greatest

employment in Lawrence County are in tourism, outdoor recreation, education, food
service, and health care. All of the extraction industries taken together in the county only
provide 2.8% of employment.
On page 55 of its CUP application, VMC says that it will employ 3-5 workers, period.
Obviously, there will be little or no jobs-creation if this mine is approved. Beyond that,
however, we citizens have to ask if despoiling part of our environment is worth 3-5 jobs?
And this is to say the least, a part of our environment that is income-producing far
beyond the ability of mining to do so.
6) VMC is in possession of mine permit #416 from DENR. It is over a 1000 pages long. In
their recent CUP application to Lawrence County VMC cites permit #416--I am
estimating here--over 50 times. Thus, VMC makes it evident that they are relying
heavily on permission from the state to conduct their proposed mining operation. But the
state permits a large scale mine that takes over 1000 pages to describe. How can we
imagine that VMC will maintain a “smaller” operation, as it seems important to them to
assert that they are permitted to do a larger one? I am left with the impression that to
them, this so-called smaller operation is simply a foot in the door.
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Lawrence County Planning & Zoning Staff Report
CUP #453 Deadwood Standard Project/VMC LLC
APPLICATION OVERVIEW OF MEETINGS:
VMC LLC/Deadwood Standard Project reapplied to Lawrence County with a new application for a
Large Scale Mine Permit-Extractive Industry CUP on March 16, 2020. At this time is when the
Lawrence County offices Closed due to COVID and all applications were put on hold for April & May.
The office opened to the public on June 8, 2020.
●
●
●

●

●

●
●

An Informational Meeting was held in front of P & Z in person as well as online through Go to
Meetings: June 4, 2020 @ 1:30 p.m, at this meeting an onsite was scheduled
Onsite was held on July 2, 2020 @11:00 am (the P & Z Board as well as the public was invited to
attend)
On June 4, 2020 meeting it was decided due to the regulations of meetings being held in large
groups a public hearing was scheduled for September 3, 2020 at The Lodge at Deadwood
@10:30 am
The September 3, 2020 public hearing was cancelled due to an incomplete legal description and
subsequent details on the maps. The public hearing was rescheduled for Thursday, September 10
@ 10:30 a.m.
The September 10, 2020 public hearing was cancelled due to the incomplete legal description
and the lack of receipt of the Written Findings and Proposed conditions required by Ordinance to
be received 10 days prior to the hearing. Staff again cancelled the scheduled public hearing and
rescheduled it for Thursday, October 1, 2020 @ 10:30 am at the Lodge.
Received a revised application incorporating the corrected legal description and subsequent maps
on September 4, 2020.
Received Written Findings and Proposed Conditions from John Frederickson, Attorney for VMC,
LLC on Monday, September 21, 2020.

BACKGROUND OF PROPERTY/PREVIOUS APPLICATIONS:
Background of property and previous mining operations/permits:
The proposed large scale mine operation is located in the area also known as Ragged Top
Mountain/Johnson Gulch Property. Johnson Gulch was originally mined from 1896-1914. In 1949, Bald
Mt. Mining Company became interested in mining this area, but it was not economical at the time.
Homestake Mining Company was involved in the original CUP permitting process for this property in
1984, but never proceeded with active mining because it was not economical to transfer ore to the
processing site from this location. In 1991 the SD Board of Minerals and Environments approved the
transfer of State Mine Permit #416 from HMC to Minerva Mine Explorations. In 1993 the County
Commission denied a transfer of the CUP from Homestake Mining Co to Minerva because they requested
that Minerva apply for a new CUP. Minerva requested a CUP from the County and on December 15,
1993 the Planning & Zoning Board recommended approval of CUP #189 for Minerva (3 to 1 vote in
favor). On January 4, 1994 the County Commission voted to deny the request for CUP #189 based upon
the testimony presented at the public hearings and the findings of fact submitted by Attorney Scott
McGregor. Motion carried 3 to 2 vote.
The major concerns brought up during the original CUP application on this property are as follows:
♦
♦
♦

Effects on Spearfish Canyon (i.e. visibility, noise, blasting near canyon walls)
Arsenic levels
Water contamination
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♦

Processing sites

The State Mine Permit for this property has been transferred to VMC, LLC/Deadwood Standard Project
from Bald Mountain Mining Company.
The Deadwood Standard Project/VMC LLC applied for a CUP on April 11, 2012 and a series of meetings
were held as follows:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Application Submitted and Reviewed by P & Z Office on April 11, 2012
Planning and Zoning Informational: May 3, 2012 at 1:30 p.m.
Planning & Zoning and County Commission Joint On-Site Visit: May 30, 2012
Written Findings Submitted: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 by Deadwood Standard Project
Planning & Zoning Public Hearing: June 7, 2012 at 1:30 p.m. (decision tabled till July 5, 2012)
Posted Proposed Conditions on Lawrence County Website on June 15, 2012 as requested by PZ
Board. All responses due back by June 22, 2012.
Planning & Zoning Meeting: July 5, 2012 @ 1:30 p.m. (Decision tabled from June 7, 2012)
Written Findings Submitted: 10 days prior to Public Hearing
County Commission Onsite Visit: July 13, 2012 at 8:00 a.m. Meeting at Terry Peak Stewart
Lodge Parking Lot
County Commission Public Hearing: July 23, 2012 at 1:00 p.m. @ Deadwood City Hall,
Deadwood, SD
County Commission Extended Public Hearing: August 21, 2012 at 10:30 a.m. @Deadwood City
Hall, Deadwood, SD

At the August 21, 2012 the County Commission made the following motion:
DEADWOOD STANDARD PROJECT / CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT #411: The public hearing from
July 23, 2012 was continued at Deadwood City Hall for the Deadwood Standard Project / Conditional
Use Permit #411 (Proposed Large-Scale Mine), Location - Spearfish Canyon (VMC, L.L.C., Applicant)
A Court Reporter was present and a full transcript is on file in the Auditor's Office or the Office of
Planning and Zoning. The Applicant presented their proposed project for the Deadwood Standard Project.
Amber Vogt, Planning and Zoning Director noted the number of letters, emails, and phone calls received
in reference to the project. Public input was voiced for and against the project and discussion followed.
Chairman Ewing closed the public hearing at 1:55 p.m.. John Frederickson, Attorney for Deadwood
Standard Project offered to waive the 45day period for the County Commissioners to make a decision on
the Application for Conditional Use Permit #411. Moved-Seconded (Johnson-Sleep) to accept the
Applicants waiver of the 45 day period. Motion Carried. The Board stated they still had unanswered
questions and will submit their questions to the applicant so they can get all the information needed to
make a decision. Discussion followed on the County making a decision before the SD DENR completes
their studies, tests and makes a recommendation. Moved-Seconded (Weisenberg-Sleep) to not make a
decision on the Deadwood Standard Project Conditional Use Permit #411 until they have a report and
recommendation from the South Dakota Department of Environment and Natural Resources. Motion
Carried. Aye-Johnson, Weisenberg, Sleep and Ewing. Nay-Flanagan.

SUMMARY OF CURRENT APPLICATION:
(from Deadwood Standard Project CUP Application #453-dated 9/4/2020)
“This request is for an Extractive Industry Conditional Use Permit (CUP) for Lawrence County,
pursuant to Chapter 20, Extractive Industry Conditional Use Permits, Buffer Zones and Waivers
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of the Lawrence County Zoning Ordinances. The proposed CUP addresses the Deadwood
Standard Project, which is located in Sections 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33, Township 5 North, Range 2
East, Black Hills Meridian. The Deadwood Standard Project lies on lode mining claims patented
under the General Mining Law of 1872. Lands within the project area were initially operated by
the Spearfish Mining Company, the Deadwood Standard Mining and Milling Co. and others in
the late 1800’s and early 1900’s. Exploration was conducted on the property during the 1980’s
and 1990’s by companies including Homestake Mining Company, Minerva Explorations, and
LAC Minerals (USA) Inc. A gold resource is defined on the property based on over 900
exploration drill holes, ore metallurgical studies and engineering analyses. VMC LLC holds a
valid state of South Dakota Large Scale Mining Permit for the project. Mine Permit 416
authorizes mining 870,000 tons of gold ore from 14 small surface quarries ranging in size from ½
acre to 5.2 acres. Permit 416 also authorizes ancillary activities such as topsoil stockpiling,
overburden stockpiling, crushing, and ore haulage. Mine Permit 416 does not authorize onsite
mineral processing. This CUP application requests county approval of mining at the Deadwood
Standard Project as currently authorized by Mine Permit 416. Importantly, no onsite mineral
processing using cyanide or other chemical reagents would be authorized in the CUP, which is
consistent with Mine Permit 416. Page 1 In 2012, VMC LLC requested a CUP for a significantly
larger proposal for the Deadwood Standard Project, which included onsite mineral processing.
VMC LLC decided that onsite mineral processing is not practical, and processing will not be
conducted onsite. This proposal requests county authorization to mine 870,000 tons of ore,
consistent with Mine Permit 416, which results in a smaller proposed disturbance area as
compared to our 2012 proposal to Lawrence County. VMC LLC respectfully requests your
favorable consideration to this CUP Application for its proposed mining operation.”
More detailed information is available in the public view copy of the application, which is available in the
Lawrence County Planning and Zoning Office, Auditor’s Office or online at
https://www.lawrence.sd.us/DocumentCenter/View/930/VMC-CUP-Application-_revised-09042020
STAFF REVIEW OF COMPREHENSIVE PLAN & ORDINANCES:
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:
SDCL 11-2-12 states: “Purposes of comprehensive county plan. The comprehensive plan shall be for the
purpose of protecting and guiding the physical, social, economic, and environmental development of the
county; to protect the tax base; to encourage a distribution of population or mode of land utilization that
will facilitate the economical and adequate provisions of transportation, roads, water supply, drainage,
sanitation, education, recreation, or other public requirements; to lessen governmental expenditure; and to
conserve and develop natural resources.”
The Lawrence County vision statement provides an overview of important elements of the community
and the character or attributes of these elements that are to be achieved. The vision statement describes
Lawrence County as a community where:
♦
♦
♦
♦

The western heritage is preserved and promoted in historic buildings, historic sites, historic
open space areas, historic towns and historic activities and events;
The rural character is maintained in a relaxed, friendly atmosphere and a clean, safe
environment throughout the County;
Clean water and air are protected;
The natural environment is treasured and managed as a valued resource for its scenic beauty,
wildlife habitat and multiple use opportunities;
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♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

The heritage and economic benefit of natural resource industries are recognized and
continued through responsible and sustainable business practice;
Existing public lands are sustained as a valuable multiple use resource;
Population growth and economic development are directed to designated areas in an orderly
fashion with appropriate land uses, infrastructure and services;
Responsible, environmentally sensitive economic development is attracted to the County by
the high quality of life and the skilled and educated workforce;
Developed cultural and recreational amenities are provided through cooperative efforts;
Public services are planned, coordinated and delivered efficiently and effectively through the
cooperative efforts of the County government; federal, state and local governments; and
private entities; and the County government works closely in cooperation with State and
Federal entities on issues impacting the community.

The vision statement above is further supported through the six key elements of our community: Quality
of Life, Land Use, Natural Environment, Economic Development, Transportation and Public Facilities
and Services. For this particular application only four of these elements will apply. Quality of Life, Land
Use, Natural Environment, and Economic Development. In each element there are goals and objectives
which relate specifically to this application.
Quality of Life: First, the goal directs the County should encourage and enhance parks and recreation
opportunities, the objective in this goal is to preserve and conserve the County’s natural resources that
provide for and enhance the full spectrum of active and passive recreational opportunities.
Second, the goal describes providing enhanced environments for work and play.
Land Use: The Comprehensive Plan discusses land use on a level of development and the applicants have
no current plans to develop this land into a residential area. The reclamation plan may designate some
areas of the property for future residential use.
Natural Environment: The Comp Plan suggests preservation and conservation of the County’s natural
environmental resources.
●

The process of mining invariably does impact natural visual scenery; however, the
reclamation plan proposes to mitigate these impacts.

●

Water and air quality are areas of concern. As part of the state mining permit process, the
DENR will review the overall mining impacts and attempt to insure that appropriate
safeguards are implemented and followed to avoid any adverse impacts to water and air
quality. For example, monitoring sites and wells will likely be required to monitor
compliance with water and air quality standards.

●

The proposed mine site has been subject to prior mining operations. The impacts of the prior
mining operations are still evident. As part of the proposed mining reclamation plan the
adverse impacts of prior mining operations, ( i.e. workings, tailings) will be mitigated and the
condition of the land will be returned to a more natural condition.

Economic Development: The Comp Plan states the county should have a plan. The plan for many years
has included the mining industry and still does by promoting the history of mining. We currently have an
active mine in Lawrence County that supports the local economy by providing jobs, paying taxes, and
purchasing goods within the community. Would a new mine continue to provide these benefits to the
County? One can assume that it will help the community as a whole, but again since this is a brand new
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endeavor we have no past ideas as to what they will do or how they will operate this facility. The other
goal states the county should encourage tourism opportunities. With another large scale mine operation
possibly becoming active in our community, there would be strong encouragement for the company to
become active and support the community, much like Homestake Mining Company in the past and Wharf
Resources past, present and future.
The comprehensive plan recognizes Terry Peak and Lead as growth areas for Lawrence County. The
growth in these areas have significantly changed since the original inception mining in Lawrence County.
There are many additional subdivisions and affected landowners in the area of this expansion, but not a
lot of industrial or commercial operations, besides Wharf and Terry Peak Ski. It also recognizes that
Spearfish Canyon is a National Scenic Byway.
The Comprehensive Plan is the overall guideline of what the County should follow when reviewing any
application.
ZONING ORDINANCE:
The Lawrence County Zoning Ordinance outlines the specific rules and regulations that the applicant
must meet. The following Chapters apply to this application:
1.

II-3.001 Definitions (All definitions apply if necessary)
2.
Chapter 6 – General District Provisions ( II-6.003 PF - Park Forest District and II6.005 SRD - Suburban Residential District)
The zoning district within the proposed application is PF-Park Forest Zoning District. This
zoning district lists mineral extraction as a Conditional Use Permit.
3.
Chapter 10-Additional Use Regulations (§ II-10.002 EXTRACTION OF
MATERIAL AND MINERALS, OPEN PITS, AND IMPOUNDING.)
4.
Chapter 20 – Extractive Industry CUP
(https://codelibrary.amlegal.com/codes/lawrencecounty/latest/lawrencecty_sd_land/0-0-03178)
5.
Chapter 22 – Provisions of Ordinance Declared to be Minimum Requirements (All
Articles)

6.

Chapter 23- General Provisions (All Articles)

STAFF REVIEW:
Staff has reviewed the application submitted and has the following thoughts as part of the
recommendation:
1. The application has been reviewed and for purposes of the Ordinance is complete and is
therefore, subject to consideration by the Planning & Zoning Board and County Commission.
2. Applicant maintains that VMC recognizes the potential for adverse environmental impacts owing
to mining operations. VMC, LLC was ostensibly formed for purposes of undertaking the
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Deadwood Standard Project. Unlike Homestake Mining Company and Wharf Resources which
have a history and a record of mining operations in the County, VMC, LLC has no history of
prior operations upon which to review its history of environmental stewardship, (i.e. financial
status, past performance on contractual agreements, and the facilities available to carry out
planned work). Even so, many of the principals of VMC do have prior mining experience and/or
some history of mining in the County.
3. The county may not require additional bonds or sureties if the same are required by state law or
administrative rule. State law allows the Board of Minerals to require bonds for reclamation and
accidents. Accordingly the county would not be prohibited from requiring additional securities
for items like infrastructure.
4. Within 45 days of the receipt of the Planning & Zoning Board’s recommendation, the County
Commission shall take action to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the conditional use
permit request based on the following criteria:

§ II-20.008 CONSIDERATIONS.
Considerations are as follows:
(A) Adjacent land use;
(B) Size of development;
(C) Access to development;
(D) Topography;
(E) Population density;
(F) Material injury or interference with existing use and enjoyment of property within 500 feet
of the proposed permit area;
(G) Substantial diminishment or impairment of property values within 500 feet of the
proposed permit area;
(H) Good-faith efforts made by the applicant to mitigate any injury or interference to
landowners within 500 feet of the proposed permit area for injury or interference with use
of their property;
(I) The effect of the proposed project upon the population base and tax base of the county;
(J) The effect of the proposed project upon housing, public education, law enforcement, fire
protection, public and private water systems, public sewer and solid waste systems, public
roads, health services, parks and recreation within the county;
(K) For the purpose of permit conditions only, the cumulative effect of the proposed project
when considered with previously approved extractive industry conditional use permits;
(L) A socioeconomic study for small scale rock, gravel, or sand extractive industry may be
required;
(M) All requisite state permits are in process or have been obtained and are current;
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(N) Additional bonding may be required for sand, rock, and gravel extraction; and
(O) A reclamation plan shall be considered.
(Ord. 14-01, passed 6-6-2014, Ch. 20, Art. 1, § 1.8; Ord. 16-03, passed 7-21-2017)
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Reviewing the application in light of the considerations above, several significant questions remain
unanswered with respect to B, J, and M. Generally, with regard to import specifics, the application is
vague and indefinite. Therefore, it is not clear exactly what the county is being asked to approve?
(B) Access to development. Adequate assurance has not been provided demonstrating that
applicant has permission to cross the adjacent landowner’s property (Coeur/Wharf) for mining
purposes and operations.
(J) The effect of the proposed project upon housing, public education, law enforcement, fire
protection, public and private water systems, public sewer and solid waste systems, public roads,
health services, parks and recreation within the county. In Section II-20.005- B #1 provides that a
proposed method of operation & processing must be included. The application submitted does
not identify the means and location of ore processing. All that is known is that off-site processing
is proposed. Upon leaving the property, haul routes have not been identified. Moreover, the type
and size of haul trucks has not been identified. Absent more specific information regarding these
issues, it is impossible to predict the impact.
(M) All requisite state permits are in process or have been obtained and are current;
Applicant has not provided a copy of a valid state permit for the operation proposed in the
application. Information from the DENR is that the applicant does not have a valid state permit
for the proposed operation. Similar to the County, it is understood that the DENR is lacking
information related to a haul road within the proposed site.

Failure of the applicant to provide detail for arguably 3 of the most important considerations fairly raises
the question of whether VMC has the present intention to actually carry out mining operations, or is
instead seeking approval for some other purpose? Section II-20.012 states if the use is permitted and has
not been started within 12 months of the date of issuance, said permit shall expire and be canceled by the
administrative official. VMC has had 8 years to obtain the necessary approvals from the DENR as
required by the county commission when the permit request was first presented to the county. This begs
the question of whether that task can be accomplished in the requisite time period in addition to
addressing the other information requirements mentioned above that remain unanswered.
Based on the foregoing, it is impossible to craft appropriate conditions without specific information
related to the operation.
This analysis leads Staff to make a recommendation of denial on the proposed CUP #453
Deadwood Standard project/VC LLC for a Large Scale Mine Permit.
If the County Commission decides to approve the proposed application Staff recommends the following
items are specified in the permit:
●
●

Obtain state permit
The method of processing
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●
●

Access and haul roads
All permit conditions

PLANNING & ZONING BOARD RECOMMENDATION:
October 1, 2020 @10:30 a.m. at the Lodge at Deadwood
COUNTY COMMISSION DECISION: TBA

